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4 They allow
w us to directtly manipulate digital in38, 40].
form
mation using thhe dexterity off multiple finggertips and
even whole hands. As a result, these
t
interfaces are often
med more naturral than their desktop
d
counterrparts.
deem

A
ABSTRACT

Although interractive surfaces have manyy unique andd
A
c
compelling
quaalities, the inteeractions they support are byy
thheir very natuure bound to the display suurface. In thiss
p
paper
we pressent a techniq
que for users to seamlesslyy
s
switch
betweenn interacting on the tablettop surface too
a
above
it. Our aim
a is to leverage the space above the sur-f
face
in combinnation with thee regular tableetop display too
a
allow
more intuitive manipu
ulation of digiital content inn
thhree-dimensionns. Our goal is
i to design a technique thatt
c
closely
resembbles the ways we manipulatee physical ob-jects in the real-world; con
nceptually, alllowing virtuall
o
objects
to be ‘ppicked up’ off the tabletop suurface in orderr
too manipulate their
t
three dim
mensional posittion or orienta-tiion. We chartt the evolution of this techhnique, imple-m
mented
on twoo rear projectio
on-vision tableetops. Both usee
s
special
projecttion screen maaterials to alloow sensing att
s
significant
deppths beyond th
he display. Exiisting and new
w
c
computer
visioon techniques are used to seense hand ges-tuures and postuures above the tabletop, whicch can be usedd
a
alongside
moree familiar multii-touch interacctions. Interact-inng above the surface
s
in this way opens up many interest-inng challenges. In particular itt breaks the dirrect interactionn
m
metaphor
that most
m
tabletopss afford. We present
p
a novell
s
shadow-based
technique to help
h
alleviate this issue. Wee
d
discuss
the strrengths and liimitations of our techniquee
b
based
on our own
o
observatio
ons and initial user feedback,
a provide vaarious insightss from comparring, and con-and
trrasting, our tabbletop implemeentations.

How
wever, for all their
t
compelliing qualities, interaction
with such surfaces is inherently constrained
c
to the planar,
two-ddimensional (22D) surface of the display. For many
tableetop interactionns this constrainnt may not apppear to be a
limitation, particulaarly when direect manipulatioon with 2D
conteent is desired. Recent researcch is howeverr beginning
to mootivate the neeed for renderingg three dimenssional (3D)
conteent on tabletopps [2, 12, 15, 377, 41]. Howeveer, because
the sensed
s
input annd the correspponding displayyed output
are bound
b
to the 2D
D surface, tabletops are funddamentally
limited for interactiion in the thirdd dimension.

Figure 1: An example
e
demon
nstrating the lim
mitattions of currentt tabletops for 3D
3 interaction. Here
w wish to pickk the ball up and
we
d place it in the
e cup.
However, succh a natural interaction is difficult
when interacctions are boun
nd to the surfacce.

This makes some of
o the simplestt real-world acctions such
as staacking objects or placing theem in containeers difficult
or noon-intuitive. Foor example, in Figure 1 we show
s
a ball
and cup
c rendered inn a physics-bassed tabletop UI [41]. The
simplest and most natural
n
way too get the ball innto the cup
woulld be to pick it up, but this is simply impossible when
interaaction is boundd to the surfacee. This is just one
o illustrativee example, but it highlights thhat when consiidering full
3D innteraction, tabbletops are far from natural. To draw a
compparison with the
t real-world, the current interaction
fideliity offered by such systems is analogous to
t manipulatingg physical obbjects only byy pushing them
m around.
Instinnctively we would
w
want to pick them upp, tilt them
and so forth. It is not just thesee types of phyysics-based
m such 3D interractions. In
interffaces that coulld benefit from
fact many
m
2D tableetops have a seense of 3D. Foor example
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notions of Z-ordering, stacking and layering are commonplace in most tabletop systems.

input, the display technologies used for output and the
rendered graphics.

In this paper we present a technique for users to seamlessly switch between interacting on the tabletop surface to
above it. Our aim is to leverage the space above the surface in combination with the regular tabletop display to
allow more intuitive manipulation of digital content in
3D. Our goal is to design a technique that closely resembles the ways we manipulate physical objects in the realworld; conceptually, allowing virtual objects to be ‘picked
up’ off the tabletop surface, with the user lifting and tilting their hands, to manipulate the 3D position or orientation of the object in the virtual scene. These above the
surface interactions complement rather than replace the
more traditional multi-touch interactions on the tabletop.

User input

Input can be thought of as the user’s physical actions in a
defined space, which can be sensed by the system. For a
standard tabletop this might be the display surface itself,
where the user’s fingertips can be sensed in 2D.
In defining the input capabilities of a system, it is often
useful to consider the degrees-of-freedom (DOF) that can
be sensed. For standard multi-touch screens, each fingertip offers 2DOF in terms of its position, plus a third ( i.e.
yaw) if orientation of the finger can be calculated. Certain
surface technologies [25, 30] can sense hover and pressure input, which can provide further, albeit limited,
DOFs. We refer to these types of input as constrained 3D
(following [12]) because they only support Z-based input
in limited ways.

We chart the evolution of this work by describing two
rear projection-vision prototypes we have built, based on
a switchable diffuser [19] and a holographic projection
screen [40]. In both cases it is possible to rear-project an
image onto the surface whilst simultaneously using a rearmounted camera to detect the user’s fingers and hands as
they interact on the tabletop and in the space above. We
have present results of using two types of camera system:
a regular camera used in conjunction with a system of
diffuse infrared (IR) illumination which allows us to both
estimate the height of hands and to robustly detect a simple pinch gesture; and a true depth-sensing camera which
generates more noisy data in our setup but nonetheless
supports even richer interactions.

One way of extending the input space to above the table is
to instrument the user, for example using augmented
gloves or styluses with markers and [1, 3, 5, 6]. Camerasbased techniques can also support less intrusive scenarios,
where the user does not require any augmentation. For
example, stereo or depth cameras placed above the display surface can be used to sense the 3D position of the
hand and detect gestures. These can suffer from robustness issues however, particularly when parts of the hand
are occluded from the camera. Systems such as [19, 20,
21, 40] improve this robustness by using special projection screens, such as switchable diffusers or holographic
materials, to support sensing through the display using
rear mounted cameras. These also have the added practicality of being self contained, making them more appealing for real-world deployment. To date however these
systems have not supported 3D finger or hand-based gestural interaction. Again it is important to recognize the
differences regarding fidelity of 3D input. Most approaches sense depth as an estimation of distance of an
object (such as a user’s hand) in relation to the screen
[23]. This gives 4DOF interaction when combined with
regular on-surface interactions, allowing for Z-based
input. To determine pitch and roll to support true 6DOF
input more elaborate computer vision or sensing techniques are required.

The novel combination of these technologies opens up the
ability for the user to interact within the 3D space above
the surface. However, a key challenge is the loss of ‘directness’ when a user moves from interacting on the surface to the space above it. To alleviate this we present a
novel shadow-based feedback metaphor, for more closely
coupling the interactions occurring off the surface with
the content being rendered on the screen. We discuss the
strengths and limitations of our two tabletops systems,
based on our own observations and initial user feedback.
‘DEEPENING’ OUR THINKING OF 3D ON TABLETOPS

3D carries many different connotations; from computer
graphics through to emerging 3D display and sensor technologies. In the interactive tabletops and surfaces literature 3D also has very specific meanings, which we elaborate upon in this section.

Display technologies

For most tabletops the display used for rendering digital
content to the user is a 2D planar device such as an LCD
or projection screen. In past tabletop research, stereoscopic displays with shutter glasses [1, 6], or AR and VR
head-mounted displays [26] have been used to generate
3D output. These techniques require the user to be instrumented.

A great deal of research on 3D interaction has been conducted over the decades, from various fields such as Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR), and tangible
computing (for an overview see [2]). It is difficult to
touch upon all of these systems and concepts in this paper. However, Grossman and Wigdor [12] provide an
excellent overview and taxonomy of interactive 3D in the
context of tabletop applications.

Emerging display technologies allow for uninstrumented
3D output. One category is auto-stereoscopic displays
[27, 31], which can project stereo image pairs into each
of the user’s eyes directly, without the need to wear shutter glasses. These displays tend to be single-user and

Perhaps one of the most important aspects in thinking
about 3D on the tabletop is the separation of the user
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viewpoint dependent, making their use for tabletops less
appealing. Volumetric displays [9] do not have this limitation – because they render ‘voxels’ (volumetric pixels)
in a 3D physical volume they can be used simultaneously
by different users with different viewpoints. However,
whilst they support some forms of 3D interaction [11, 13],
it is not possible for users to place fingers or hands inside
the rendered volume for direct manipulation.

user to lose the context of their surrounding environment
or collaborators.’ Crucially these systems as well as AR
and VR-based tabletops move away from the notion of
interacting naturally with the tabletop. Based on these
issues we specifically desire to explore uninstrumented
3D interactions with tabletops.
Hancock et al. demonstrate a set of one-, two- and threefingered touch techniques to manipulate 3D objects in an
uninstrumented manner. They use a regular multi-touch
tabletop with 2D input and display, but render 3D graphics. A major contribution of the work is the mapping of
2D input to manipulations on the 3D graphics. Given the
differences in fidelity of input and output, symbolic interactions are defined to map from 2D translations on the
surface to 5 and 6DOF manipulations of the 3D graphical
content. Although the results of a study showed that these
gestures could be readily learnt, they cannot be considered natural, in that they do not directly resemble the
ways we manipulate objects in the real-world.

Other display possibilities include projection of 2D imagery onto the surfaces of physical objects that are placed
on the surface or held above it [19, 20, 21], a term referred to as constrained 3D [12] or tabletop spatially
augmented reality [29]. Both front- [17, 36, 37] and rearprojection tabletops [19, 20, 21] have been demonstrated
with these possibilities.
The graphics

The graphics rendered on the display are typically 2D,
which is perhaps not surprising given typical sensing and
display technologies. However, many 2D GUIs have
some notions of constrained 3D through the Z-ordering
they use to layer 2D widgets. 3D graphics are becoming
ever more popular for tabletops, particularly in the context of gaming, 3D art and modeling and CAD [2].

Davidson and Han [7] present a pressure-based technique
for manipulating the Z-order of objects on a large interactive surface. A regular 2D display is used, but the sensing
and graphics can be considered as constrained 3D. The
pressure data provides an additional DOF to give the user
a more natural mapping for pushing objects above or
below one another.

For 3D graphics, one important factor for the user is the
perceived display space. In [12] this is defined as ‘the
possible spatial locations for which displayed imagery
can exist based on stereoscopic depth cues’. However,
even for a standard 2D display rendering 3D content this
notion of perceived display space is an important one. For
example, depending on the virtual camera position, graphical projection and other depth imagery, it is possible to
create the perception of a 3D volume inside the tabletop.

Subramanian et al. [33] define a multi-layer interaction
technique using a 3D tracked stylus for input above a
tabletop with 2D output and a constrained 3D graphics.
Here the user can maintain multiple layers of visual content and move between layers by moving their pen in the
space above the tabletop. This system uses a single stylus
to interact, leading to symbolic interactions for switching
between layers. We are interested in more natural touch
and whole hand gestures for interacting both on and
above the tabletop surface.

3D tabletop interaction techniques

In this section we give an overview of the existing work
exploring 3D on tabletops, and attempt to categorize them
based on the definitions introduced previously. We first
introduce two further concepts that allow us to reason
more deeply about these systems:

Tangible user interfaces have also explored extending
tabletop interaction space into the physical 3D environment [10, 18]. Some use physical objects as props to interact with the digital [24, 35, 36], others project virtual
imagery onto 3D objects and surfaces either from above
[17] or below [19, 20, 21]. Although these offer powerful
real world metaphors, our aim is to give users a more
direct sense of interacting with the virtual in 3D, without
using specialized objects as interaction proxies.

• Input and output coupling: This defines the extent to
which the input and output are spatially coupled. For
regular multi-touch tabletops [8, 14, 25, 30, 38] there
is a tight coupling between input and output spaces.
• Input mapping: This defines how naturally the sensed
input maps onto manipulations with the 3D graphics.
This is an important consideration, particularly when
fidelity of output and input differs.

NATURAL INTERACTIONS BEYOND THE SURFACE

The motivation of this paper is to explore a more natural
way of supporting 3D interactions on a tabletop, which
more closely resembles our manipulations in the realworld. Much of this motivation comes from our prior
work [41] which explored the use of physics engines to
bring real-world dynamics to interactions with standard
2D digital tabletops. We achieved this through a novel
mapping between the sensed surface input and the rendered 3D graphics. The sensed 2D input was projected
into the 3D scene as a series of rigid bodies that interacted

Perhaps the highest fidelity of 3D tabletop interaction
comes in the form of stereoscopic systems, such as [1, 6]
which combine 3D input via augmented gloves and styluses, 3D displays and 3D graphics. Here there is a
straightforward mapping and coupling between the elements. However this comes at a cost in that the user must
be instrumented. As [12] mentions ‘such devices can be
uncomfortable, reduce the ubiquity of the system (as they
will no longer be walk-up-and-use), and can cause the
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with other 3D
w
D objects. Thiss allowed a liiteral mappingg
b
between
input and manipulaations for the 3DOFs
3
sensedd
o the surface (x and y tran
on
nslation and yaw). Althoughh
thhis provided a direct way to
o interact with 3D objects byy
p
pushing
on thhe sides or to
ops of them, the approachh
r
reached
its lim
mitations when
never objects needed to bee
m
manipulated
wiith higher DOF
Fs and in 3D. The
T 3D physicss
e
engine
supportts these manip
pulations, but these
t
were nott
n
naturally
availaable to us thro
ough the sensing capabilitiess
o the surface.
of

aamount of difffuse illuminatiion across its surface in
a
addition
to suppporting FTIR multi-touch
m
sennsing.

One of our core goals has been
O
b
to develoop a techniquee
thhat does not reequire user insttrumentation – something wee
f
feel
would be antithetical to
o creating a ‘natural’
‘
expe-r
rience
akin to real world intteractions. Furtther, given thee
liimitations of existing 3D display technoologies in thee
c
context
of tabletop computin
ng, we wish too support tradi-tiional 2D displlays for outputt. We also aim
m to provide ann
inntegrated rearr projection-vission form-facttor because off
thheir ability to mitigate som
me of the issuees of top-downn
taabletop system
ms, including
g occlusion, bulkiness
b
andd
c
complexity
of deployment. Interesting
I
chaaracteristics off
thhis particular projection-visiion setup havee yet to be ex-p
plored
in the context
c
of 3D interaction. Inn particular ourr
innput is 3D buut our output is
i limited to thhe 2D display.
T
This
provides an interesting
g challenge in compensatingg
f the lack off direct interacttion when the user moves too
for
innteracting off the surface. The
T closest worrk to ours [37]]
is based on a depth-sensing
d
camera
c
and ovverhead projec-a
constraineed 3D output,
tiion, providingg 3D input and
w
which
means thhat output can be provided too the user evenn
o the surface.
off

The EndLighteen is simultaneously edge-liit with two
T
w
wavelengths
off IR, namely 850nm and 950nnm.

3.

A system of diiffuse 950nm illlumination is introduced
b mounting sttrips of IR LED
by
Ds behind the Endlighten
E
d
display
surfacee.

4.

A second IR seensitive camerra is also mounnted directl behind the display surfacce. This camerra is fitted
ly
w a 950nm pass filter, whhilst the first is fitted with
with
a 850nm passs filter.
an

5.

Only one projector is used, so that the SeecondLight
O
u is only cappable of on-surrface projectionn.
unit

The first camera inn this modifiedd system images IR light
s
imrefleccted from toucching fingers, whereas the second
ages IR reflected from the difffuse illuminatiion of the
envirronment by thee EndLighten and LEDs undder the display. This second camera is usedd for gesture recognition
r
s
the deppth of the user’’s hand.
and sensing

Figure 2 Left: detection
d
of th
humb and fore
efinger
pinch gesture. Right:
R
pixel inttensity based height
esstimation.

In-the-air interractions

To detect
d
when ussers want to piick-up objects (and later
releaase them) we use a robust and real-timee computer
visioon algorithm which
w
detects when
w
the user brings
b
their
thum
mb and index finger
f
together in a “pinch” gesture, as
reporrted in [39] andd shown in Figgure 2 left. Thee algorithm
uses a simple connnected componnents analysis to identify
h
that is forrmed when thee thumb and inndex finger
the hole
are toouching. The algorithm
a
reporrts the 2D centtre of mass
of the hole plus thee major and miinor axis to dettermine the
d
we perform
p
a rayccast operaorienntation. Upon detection
tion from
f
the 2D poosition of the hole
h and determ
mine which
virtual object the ray intersects with first (iff an object
interssects at all) inn the physics-enabled scenee. We then
‘pickk up’ the objecct by defining a virtual joint within the
physics engine from
m the object too a proxy creatted directly
w have kinemaatic control
abovve it. This joint ensures that we
over the object, alloowing us to poosition it in thee 3D scene,
a
by grravity and othher friction
withoout it being affected
effeccts. The joint is
i destroyed onnce the trackedd hole disappears from the im
mage, which reesults in the objject returning too a dynamic sttate and fallingg back down toowards the
grounnd.

Our first systeem is a rear projection-visio
O
p
on system thatt
u
uses
a switchaable diffuser to
o extend the innput space forr
innteraction beyyond the tableetop. A 3D phhysics-enabledd
s
scene
is renderred as a birds--eye view on the switchablee
p
projection
screeen. Users can interact with objects in thee
s
scene
using staandard 3DOF interactions deefined in [41].
U
Users
can usee multi-touch input to applyy friction andd
c
collision
forcess to virtual objeects to move thhem in 2D.
Additionally users
A
u
can gestu
ure directly abbove a virtuall
o
object
in the 3D
D scene, which
h allows the obbject to ‘pickedd
u Subsequennt changes in th
up’.
he position of the
t user’s handd
inn 4DOF will result in the virtual object being reposi-tiioned in 3D space.
s
A releaase gesture is recognized too
‘drop’ the virtuual object back
k down whereuupon it can bee
m
manipulated
ussing rich on-surrface touch inteeractions.
To implement this
T
t technique we use a modiified version off
thhe SecondLighht system [19
9]. This uses frustrated
f
totall
innternal reflecttion (FTIR) fo
or sensing muulti-touch [14].
O setup introoduces five main
Our
m
changes too the standardd
S
SecondLight
seetup:
1
1.

2.

In place off the layer of edge-lit
e
clear acrylic
a
in frontt
of the dispplay surface, we
w use a very siimilar materiall
known as EndLighten [2
28] which provvides a certainn

Whennever a pinch gesture
g
is detected, the averaage intensity off a region of pixels around thhe hole is calcuulated. This
m
of deppth of the usser’s hand.
givess a simple measure
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Hands in close proximity to the
H
t screen (andd hence the IR
R
liight sources) will have briighter pixels in
i the cameraa
im
mage, and thiss begins to fall off as the hannd moves awayy
f
from
the IR lighht sources as sh
hown in Figuree 2 right.

addittional depth cuues for the useer when adjustting an object’ss position along the Z-axis.
Geneerating a shadoow of the user’s hands could potentially
requiire additional sensing
s
and illlumination. Hoowever, we
are already
a
imagingg the hands of the user from the second
tableetop camera ussed for gesturre recognition and depth
estim
mation, and theere are severall viable optionns to create
realisstic renderingss of hand shadoows in the 3D scene
s
from
this camera
c
image.

These differentt technologies come togetheer to allow thee
T
u
user
to pinch over
o
a virtual object, controll the height off
o
object
by liftinng their hand up
u or down (w
whilst maintain-inng the pinch gesture),
g
repossition the object, and releasee
thhe object backk down into thee 3D scene, as highlighted inn
F
Figure
3.

A ‘naïve’ solution would be to render
r
the raw
w, binarized
p
of the scene or as
cameera image ontoo the ground plane
overllay on top. Ourr aim howeverr is to heightenn the user’s
perceeption that theey interacting directly
d
in the 3D scene.
Withh this in mind, a more elegannt solution invoolves computinng the 3D geom
metry of the user’s
u
hand baased on the
heighht values calcuulated from pixxel brightness in the raw
imagge and introduucing this 3D mesh into thee scene. A
shadoow mapping teechnique couldd then be used to
t generate
shadoows for both thhe user’s hand and other virttual objects
in the scene. In praactice howeverr this mesh is difficult to
generrate using diffuuse illuminatioon alone.

Figure 3: Using the comb
bined depth se
ensing and
pinch to placce an object into a virtual con
ntainer.
S
Shadows
for fe
eedback

Interacting withh virtual objeccts rendered onn the surface inn
thhis way openss up 4DOF intteraction capabbilities on andd
a
above
the surfaace. However, there is also a key challengee
w
when
facilitatinng this type of interaction - thhe user’s handss
a rendered coontent are only
and
y in contact whhen interactingg
d
directly
on the surface. A key
y challenge ariises in the losss
o ‘directness’ when a user moves
of
m
from inteeracting on thee
s
surface
to abovve it.

Fig
gure 5: Virtual shadows
s
cast by
b the users ha
and.

An alternative
a
apprroach is to first generate a shhadow map
for all
a virtual objeccts in the scene and then fusse this with
the raw
r
image from
m the camera. To do this we
w leverage
the pixel
p
intensity to compute an
a estimated z-value
z
for
each pixel. Transfforming this position
p
into light-space
l
coorddinates producces a depth-map of the userrs hand as
seen by the light. This depth-m
map can then be
b merged
map by comparring the z-valuue for each
with the shadow-m
pixell. The larger z-value
z
is storred in the finaal shadowmap. Figure 5 show
ws the hands shhadows generatted.

Figure 4: Our
O feedback te
echnique castss shadows
from the usser’s hands abo
ove the surfacce into the
virtual 3D scene to allow closer coupling
g between
utput spaces.
input and ou

Returning to ouur earlier discu
R
ussion around perceived dis-p
play
space, it becomes cleaar that we aree conceptuallyy
c
creating
a 3D volume insid
de the tabletopp. Clearly thee
u
user’s
hands sitt outside of thiis virtual spacee, separated byy
thhe actual physsical bounds of the display. Using raycast-inng and the virrtual joint metaaphor means that
t
users havee
e
even
a greater sense that their hands are decoupled
d
from
m
thhe 3D volume rendered on th
he tabletop.
To compensatee for this deco
T
oupling, we describe
d
a sha-d
dow-based
techhnique that help
ps connect the user’s hand inn
thhe real-world with the virtu
ual objects in the 3D scene.
W do this by conceptually
We
c
casting a shadow
w of the user’ss
h
hand
into the 3D
3 scene, fusin
ng this with thee shadows castt
b the virtual objects
by
o
in the scene. This prrovides a real-w
world
metaphoor to map betw
ween actions in
i the physicall
s
space
and inteeractions insid
de the virtual 3D scene, ass
s
shown
in Figuure 4. These sh
hadows can allso function ass

Figure 6: Objeccts turn into th
heir own shado
ow as
th
hey are lifted offf the surface.

To provide
p
additiional depth feeedback and potentially
strenngthen the couupling betweeen the input and
a
output
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It is also importannt to note thatt our techniquue can also
handdle multiple haands interactingg at the same time. The
algorrithms can ideentify and trackk several handds simultaneouusly as long as the pinch holees are not occlluded. This
allow
ws users to passs objects, succh as a virtual document,
to onne another usinng the free spacce above the suurface.

sspaces we havee also looked at
a the ability to gradually fadee
a
away
the selectted virtual objeect as it moves away from thee
g
ground
plane, until it leavees only a shaddow, which iss
m
mapped
onto thhe shadow of th
he hand. The aim
a here was too
g
give
users the sense that the object is acctually in theirr
h
hand,
as shownn in Figure 6.
W shadows for 3D tableto
Why
op interaction?

Researchers haave explored th
R
he use of shadoows to supportt
a number of interactive
i
systems. In [16] the notion off
s
shadows
were used
u
as depth cues
c
for 3D maanipulations onn
thhe desktop. [332] presents th
he idea of reall shadows as a
m
mechanism
forr reaching acro
oss large displays. Shadowss
h
have
perhaps been
b
most exteensively used for
f remote col-laaboration, wheere renderings of hands and arms
a
of remotee
p
participants
acct as additionaal feedback mechanism
m
forr
r
remote
awareneess (for an overview please see [34]).

Figu
ure 7: Left: Movving objects ovver and underne
eath other
objects. Right:
R
Creating piles of objectss.

We are
a of course excited by thee potential thatt our work
bringgs to physics--based tabletopp interactions.. Figure 7
show
ws some simpple examples of stacking and finer
grainned layering coontrol in this coontext. We cann make use
of thhe additional DOFs
D
to mimic popular storrage strategies applied in thee real-world: using
u
containeers such as
d
conshoe--boxes, bowls and shelves foor storage of digital
tent. It is also possiible to interact with non-rigidd objects in
a muuch richer waay, for examplle stretching, folding or
drapiing cloths (seee Figure 8), or
o pouring fluuids out of
contaainers.

The use of shaddows for 3D taabletop interacction has yet too
T
b fully explorred however, and
be
a it presents many compel-liing aspects. Perhaps
P
most importantly,
i
it gives users a
n
natural
feedbacck mechanism for representiing their handss
inn the virtual sccene. We are often unaware of
o our shadowss
w
when
interactinng in the real-world, and soo they offer a
s
subtle,
non-inttrusive form of feedback. However, thee
f
feedback
can also
a
be rich. For
F instance, how the handd
s
shadows
are caast in the scen
ne and their reelation to otherr
v
virtual
objects and shadows gives users addditional depthh
c
cues,
allowing a better sensse of the 3D nature of thee
s
scene.
For exaample, a user knows their hand
h
is over a
v
virtual
object if the shadow is
i cast on the top
t of it, whe-r
reas
if the objeect occludes the shadow the hand
h
is clearlyy
u
underneath.

Figure 8: Left: Bi-manual
B
stretcching of cloth. Right:
D
Draping
a texturred cloth over a solid cube.

INTERACTION
NS AND APPLIICATION AREA
AS

We have reallyy only just begu
W
un to explore the
t interactionss
thhat are enabledd by our shado
ow and in-air teechniques. Thee
f
focus
of our work
w
to date, an
nd this paper, is the core un-d
derlying
conceppts and techniccal implementaations. Howev-e in this sectioon we touch brriefly on some of the possiblee
er,
innteractions.

INITIAL REFLECTIIONS

We have
h
demonstrrated our protootype to hundreeds of colleaguues on variouss occasions, shhowing severall scenarios
wherre depth-basedd interactions are
a mandatory or greatly
easedd the task at haand. During theese occasions we
w had the
oppoortunity to enaable and disablle the shadow
w rendering
and depth-based feedback
fe
mechhanism describbed in this
paperr. While this use
u of our systeem cannot be considered
a forrmal user evaluation, we haave nonethelesss had the
oppoortunity to obseerve hundreds of users interaacting with
it, offten with little or
o no instructioons at all. Heree we report
somee noteworthy observations. In our demoonstrations
userss have commeented that thee shadows gavve them a
greatter sense of intteracting with the
t virtual objeects. While
userss could pick-upp objects follow
wing detailed innstructions
and with
w practice when
w
the shadoow rendering was
w turned
off, the
t technique proved
p
to be diifficult and cum
mbersome.
It waas difficult for users to ‘discover’ how to operate
o
the
systeem with shadoows disabled. The
T shadows provide
p
an
addittional depth cuue but also a waay of understannding what
the system
s
is senssing. This seem
med useful inn particular
whenn using the piinch gesture, where
w
if the user
u
saw a

Fundamentally our techniquee allows users to
F
t pick objectss
u from the suurface and direectly control thheir position inn
up
3 In traditioonal GUIs, fin
3D.
ne control of object
o
layeringg
innvolves dedicaated, often absstract UI elem
ments such as a
laayer palette (ee.g. Adobe Ph
hotoshop) or context
c
menuss
(e.g. Microsoftt PowerPoint). Our techniquue allows for a
m
more
literal layyering control similar to those proposed inn
[22]. Objects reepresenting do
ocuments or phhotographs cann
b stacked on top of each other
be
o
in piles and
a selectivelyy
r
removed
as reqquired.
Our technique may
O
m also be ap
pplied in appliccation domainss
thhat directly invvolve or benefi
fit from 3D dataa such as gam-inng, medical viisualizations an
nd CAD appliications. In thee
a
architectural
doomain our tech
hnique may bee used to con-s
struct
complex 3D models by
y picking-up vaarious buildingg
b
blocks
and thenn placing them
m on top of eachh other, akin too
u
using
Lego™.
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broken hand shadow on the surface they assumed correctly that the gesture would not work.

material. Our HoloScreen measures 40” diagonal (compared to 20” for SecondLight).

It is also interesting to note that our shadows are inverted
in that they become smaller the further away the hand is
from the screen. Users seem less aware of this aspect, and
have commented that it might actually feel unusual to
have the hand shadow get larger as it moves away from
the surface. In some senses, the further the hand gets from
the device the less the feedback should be portrayed on
the screen. Of course, this is just a hypothesis that we
hope to evaluate in the future.

We use a 3DV ZSense depth camera to image objects
above the table. The ZSense is placed behind the HoloScreen, in a vertical configuration. For the holographic
nature of the HoloScreen not to interfere with the operation of the ZSense, the camera must be placed off axis to
prevent any IR illumination reflecting directly back from
the underside of the acrylic. Like SecondLight, the combination of camera, display material and projector results
in a completely self-contained waist-high table, illustrated
in Figure 9.

Once users have become familiar with the system, we
have found they can readily switch between on surface
and in-air interactions. Interestingly we have often observed users just using in-air interactions even for 2D
movement of virtual objects. We feel however that on
surface interactions will be useful during very finegrained 2D multi-touch interactions, or during longer
terms uses where interacting solely in-air could lead to
arm fatigue.

Figure 9: Tabletop hardware configuration

We also observed that users did not necessarily think
pinching is the most intuitive gesture. For example, grabbing gestures where all fingers of one hand are used to
grip the object from its sides were observed more frequently. These gestures are not sensed by our system.
Some users tried to perform a pinching gesture but in the
wrong orientation such that the system could not observe
an apparent ‘hole’.

From range-sensing to world coordinates

The 3DV ZSense camera uses pulsed infrared laser light
and a very fast solid-state shutter to construct a per-pixel
depth map of the scene (320x240, 30Hz). One of the main
features of the camera is the ability to compute the world
coordinates of any point within its configurable near and
and
. An 8-bit value at
far clipping planes
depth map location ,
may be converted to depth in
real units (cm):
255
.
255
Consider the vector
originating at the center of the
camera and passing through , , , with focal length ,
and in cm (the pixel width is known). World coordinate , ,
is then units along : , ,
·

Some users had problems in judging how high objects
were away from the surface. Enabling the object to fade
as it moved off the ground plane improved the users’
depth cues. However, once fully transparent, users had
difficulties controlling the object’s height when only the
shadow was rendered. Finally, users often asked for additional degrees of freedom in the 3D manipulation. In
particular carrying out 3D orientation such as tilting objects or reorienting more complex shapes (such as the
cup) when these had become knocked over – this is something that is difficult to achieve just with 4DOF.

(see Figure 10).

EXPLORING A NEW 3D TABLETOP CONFIGURATION

To address some of these issues we have recently begun
to explore another tabletop configuration, which augments some of the “in the air” interactions in our previous
prototype. One of the main rationales for this work was to
more accurately emulate grasping, rather than the iconic
pinch gesture, and also to think about how to enable the
other available DOFs. Early experience with this system
shows the promise of some of these new features as well
as fresh challenges.

Figure 10: Left: Raw ZSense depth image. Right:
conversion to world coordinates.
More correct hand shadows

Our SecondLight-based prototype creates hand shadow
effects by attenuating the light falling on the scene on a
per-pixel basis according to the observed image of hands
above the table. This approximation of shadows has limits: for example, a hand will shadow objects that are
known to be above it. As we explore more realistic grasping models, such limitations may be troublesome.

Hardware configuration

For display, we use a DNP HoloScreen, a holographic
diffuser mounted on an acrylic carrier, in combination
with a NEC WT610 short throw projector. As in [40] the
HoloScreen material was chosen because it is nearly
transparent to IR light, while the projector was chosen to
meet the projection angle requirement of the HoloScreen
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Our second prototype improves the simulation of shadows
by constructing a mesh from world coordinate values
computed as above. This mesh is rendered when computing the shadow map, but is not rendered with the shadowed scene. An example is shown in Figure 11.

world coordinates, tracked from frame to frame and
smoothed by a Kalman filter.

Figure 12: Left: Contour detection (green) and finger tracking. Right: grasping with fingertips.

A user’s attempt to grasp an object is detected by first
determining which fingertips (if any) are contained within
the 3D shape of each dynamic body in the scene. If a
body not previously under grasping control is found to
contain exactly two fingertips, it enters grasping control.
Thenceforth, the body remains under grasping control if
the same fingertips are contained with the body, regardless of the number of fingers in the body. The body is
dropped when either of the original fingertips leaves the
body, as when, for example, the user opens their grasp
(see Figure 12, right).

Figure 11: 3D meshes and shadows. Left: illustration of computed world coordinate mesh used in
shadowing algorithm. Right: table top view shows
left hand fully above the blocks, right hand penetrating green block.
Grasping model

The pinch detection technique has important advantages
described earlier, but as a gross simplification of human
grasping behavior it can be a poor model, particularly
when the user is unaware of its restrictions. With our
second prototype we are exploring a more accurate model
of grasping behavior that, rather than raycasting the center
of holes formed by pinching, determines when the user
touches an object in multiple places. Touching an object
is determined by hit testing the geometry of each object
with the world coordinates of the user’s fingertips.

This grasping model does not consider where each fingertip touches or penetrates the body as it would if it were a
true simulation of grasping behavior. However, it improves upon the pinch detection and raycasting approach
by respecting the geometry of the grasped body while
using a similar gesture, and by performing 3D picking.
With this model, it is possible to grasp an object that is
sitting under another object.

While it is tempting to perform all calculations (e.g., finding fingertips) in world coordinates, it is important to note
that depth estimates are noisier than the (x, y) location of
an object that appears against a far background (such as a
hand above the table). This is in part due to the ZSense’s
approach of computing independent depth estimates for
each pixel location. For this reason, it is often better to
precisely locate the depth discontinuity due to the edges
of such an object using traditional image processing techniques on the 8-bit depth map, followed by area averaging
of depth values and finally conversion to world coordinates.

Five degree of freedom manipulation

Once under grasping control, the body may be manipulated in 3D by analyzing the combined motion of the two
grasping fingertips. Translation in three dimensions, yaw
about Z and roll about the wrist are easily computed from
the motion of two points. Pitch cannot be computed in
this way, but rather via a least-squares fit to a plane of
number of pixels in the neighborhood of the grasp.
While the contour-based detection of fingertips allows
easy determination of whether two fingertips are on the
same hand, bimanual manipulations may be performed
when the two fingertips are on different hands.

Accordingly, we detect fingertips by analyzing the depth
map only. While there are many ways to perform such
shape detection (e.g., [23]) we proceed by finding the
contour of every connected component in the binarized
version of the depth map [4]. Each external contour is
then walked twice: first to compute a Hough transform
histogram to select circular shapes of typical finger radius, and second to locate the points on the contour corresponding to the maxima of the histogram. Multiple such
maxima are eliminated via a standard nonmaximal suppression technique, where maxima are considered overlapping if they lie within some arclength distance along
the contour (see Figure 11).The depth value of each remaining fingertip location is computed by sampling a
neighborhood in the depth map. This is then converted to

More fidelity requires more control

The more detailed modeling of shadows, grasping and
manipulations suggests a higher fidelity interaction than
possible with our first prototype. Indeed, a number of
interactions are possible that were not before: precisely
orienting an object and grasping an object at a given
height are two examples.
However, the very same improvements in fidelity demand
that the user be more aware of the 3D position of their
grasp and the objects they are attempting to manipulate.
Initial early experience with this tabletop system suggests
that the rendered shadows are extremely important, perhaps more so than in the earlier prototype. The more ac-
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curate modeling of shadows may be helpful in certain
situations.

The SecondLight platform has some compelling qualities
absent from our new tabletop. In particular the lighter
weight approach to sensing, leads to a greater speed of
interaction, which adds much to the user experience. The
on-surface image is also much higher quality in terms of
viewing angle, than it is with the holoscreen. Finally, the
switchable diffuser allows projection through the surface.
Whilst we haven’t explored this in our current work, projecting onto the user’s hands to provide coarse feedback
about objects under manipulation is an interesting avenue
of exploration.

Errors in finger tracking can make objects harder to grasp
or cause objects to fall from grasp. In particular, when the
grasped object is small or the grasp is too tight, the fingertip contours will merge and disappear. To combat this
effect we have experimented with increasing the effective
size of the object for hit testing. Another option is to fall
back to the pinch gesture in this case (it is easily identified as an internal contour). Perhaps rather than rely on
fragile finger tracking, an approach based on contour or
mesh tracking is feasible. Ultimately we would like to
more closely simulate the physics of grasping, after the
style of [41].

CONCLUSIONS

We have implemented and demonstrated two prototype
systems, motivated by a desire to use the space above an
interactive tabletop to enable richer depth-based interactions, without compromising an integrated hardware form
factor. Our second system was developed to address some
of the shortcomings of the first, which were uncovered by
observing hundreds of users interacting with it. However,
it turns out that both systems have their own strengths and
weaknesses and we therefore thought it valuable to
present both setups in some detail in this paper.

Grasping in 3D also depends on the user’s ability to see
more than the tops of objects. This in turn depends on the
choice of graphics projection transformation. A standard
perspective transformation allows the sides of an object to
appear if it is not near the center of the table. Moving the
camera to one side addresses this limitation, but makes it
impossible for the simulated table and the physical table
surface to coincide. We suggest an “off-center” perspective projection (also known as “perspective control lens”
in photography) to restore this correspondence, so that
objects on the table plane will appear at the correct location on the physical table, while objects with height exhibit perspective effects.

This work builds on the existing literature through a number of distinct contributions:
• We present a number of extensions to SecondLight to
support sensing up to ½m beyond the tabletop.
• We have developed a novel shadow-based technique
to provide feedback during mid-air interactions.

COMPARISON OF OUR 3D TABLETOPS

Perhaps the most obvious difference between the two
systems presented in this paper is the input fidelity afforded by each. The SecondLight setup can only approximate the distance of objects above the surface, and it
only provides 4DOF input which was one of the main
limitations according to user feedback. Our second prototype, and in particular the ZSense camera, provides higher
DOFs and enables exciting new interaction techniques
that we have only just begun to explore.

• We have built a tabletop system based on a depth
camera and holoscreen.
• We have implemented a tabletop system with high
DOF 3D interactions without requiring any user instrumentation, whilst also supporting on surface interactions
Currently our work builds on a physics-based UI to emphasize the naturalness of the interaction afforded. However, we feel that the techniques described here can be
generalized to other 3D systems and even to 2D tabletop
UIs with notions of Z-ordering and layering.

However, the added sensing flexibility of the system
comes at a cost – foremost speed and robustness. The
ZSense camera provides calibrated depth data but only at
30Hz and a lower resolution. The image provided by the
two tabletops also differs significantly in terms of noise.
The ZSense depth image requires extensive smoothing
and processing further reducing the tracking frame rate.
So there is a clear trade-off between system responsiveness and input fidelity. These differences in sensing fidelity also impact the interaction style. In SecondLight,
ray-casting into the scene upon detecting a pinch gesture
always picks the topmost object. The more accurate depth
data in our new tabletop allows for more precise 3D manipulation, such as grasping of objects that are positioned
underneath other virtual objects. It also allows for more
correct shadows to be rendered into the scene. However,
the noise also leads to more artifacts appearing in the
rendered shadows, which may in fact lead to adverse
effects.
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